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This paper studies call admission policies for access control in cellular networks by means of a Markov Decision 
Process (MDP). This approach allows us to  study a wide class of policies, including well known pure stationary as well 
as randomized policies, in a way that explicitly incorporates the dependency between the hand-off rate and the system 
state, assuming that the hand-off rate arriving to  a cell is proportional to  the occupancy level of the adjacent cells. 
In particular, we propose and analyze a nonpreemptive prioritization scheme, we term the cutoff priority policy. This 
policy consists of reserving a number of channels for the high priority requests stream. Using our analytical approach, 
we prove the proposed scheme to be optimal within the analyzed class. 

1. Introduction 

The current trend in cellular networks is exhibited in 
a reduced cell size to accommodate more mobile users 
in a given geographical area. The reduction leads to in- 
creased spectrum-utilization efficiency, but also results 
in more frequent hand-offs and makes guaranteed con- 
nection level QoS more difficult to achieve. Since it 
is impractical to  completely eliminate hand-off drops, 
the next best alternative is a probabilistic guarantee on 
quality. 

The rate of hand-off calls in a given cell depends 
on the number of calls in progress in the adjacent 
cells. Assuming that the subscriber mobility remains 
unchanged, an increase in the number of calls in the 
adjacent cells is naturally likely to increase the rate at 
which calls are handed off to the given cell, or in other 
words the hand-off rate is a function of the system state. 
On the other hand, the outgoing hand-off rate from a 
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cell varies as a linear function of the number of calls in 
progress in the cell. 

Several call admission policies have already been pro- 
posed and analytical formulas for the most important 
QoS parameters have been given. A comparison be- 
tween the behavior of few different schemes has occa- 
sionally been introduced by means of simulative results 
[2,8], while analytical comparisons are made only in 
very few works [4] and with a very narrow class of call 
admission schemes. 

In this paper we want to  introduce a general deci- 
sion model as an instrument to analytically compare 
the behavior of such schemes. 

One of the novelties of this model is that it explicitly 
incorporates the dependency between the hand-off rate 
and the system state (in terms of number of calls in 
progress), and therefore can be expected to be more 
accurate than models based on average behavior. 

Further, this model allows the analysis of call admis- 
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sion policies that enable queueing of hand-off requests 
when there is not any available channel. 

By means of this decision model, we search for an 
access control policy that gives high priority service to 
the hand-off requests without running the risk of com- 
promising the whole traffic because of an insufficient 
consideration of initial attempts of connections. 

Most of the recently proposed call admission control 
schemes can be studied through the decision model in- 
troduced in this paper. 

An optimization analysis, using an objective function 
in the form of a linear combination of the loss probabil- 
ities of the two streams of arriving requests, is carried 
out. 

This methodology is used in this paper to analyt- 
ically prove the optimality of a cutoff priority policy 
(CPP) when the objective function gives higher prior- 
ity to the hand-off stream and queueing of requests is 
not allowed. 

Under CPP [2-61, priority to hand-off calls is en- 
sured by reserving a certain number of channels, also 
known as guard channels. According to CPP, an initial 
attempt request is accepted only if the total number 
of calls in progress, regardless of their type, is below a 
cutoff value and a free channel is available. 

This result has an immediate practical application 
as the optimal cutoff value can be easily computed once 
basic statistic parameters defining the traffic of requests 
are known. These parameters, like those characterizing 
the distributions of arrivals, cell residence time and call 
holding time, are used to formulate the analytical mod- 
els that can be solved by means of very commonly used 
methods of operations research. 

2. Analytical Model 

Since, in the most common admission policies consid- 
ered in literature works, the decision whether to accept 
or refuse a certain call is based on the number of ongo- 
ing calls in the given cell, it seems natural that the state 
of our model represents this measure of the occupancy 
level. Our traffic model consists of a Markov decision 

process in which a single cell is modeled as a service 
center with C servers corresponding to the available fre- 
quency channels. Arriving users, representing requests 
of connection to the base station, belong to  two priority 
classes: high priority for hand-off calls and low priority 
for initial access requests. 

Knowing the number of calls in the neighbor cells 
gives us some idea of how many calls we can expect will 
be handed off in the next unit of time. On the other 
hand, keeping track of this information can significantly 
increase the size of the state space. If we assume some 
uniformity in the system, for what mainly concern the 
geographic environment of the cells and the mobility of 
the subscribers, then the number of calls in the current 
cell gives a good indication of the number of calls in 
neighbor cells. 

As often happens in literature works, arrivals are as- 
sumed to be generated according to Poisson processes. 

The arrival rate of new requests of connection, that 
will be served with low priority, will be AL while we 
can assume a hand-off rate proportional to  the number 
i of busy channels i.e. i . AH that will be treated with 
high priority, where AH is a measure proportional to 
the hand-off rate per ongoing call from an adjacent cell 
to the considered cell. 

Blocked initial requests are lost, while a blocked 
hand-off call can wait in the hand-off queue for a chan- 
nel of the new cell by continuing to use a channel of the 
previous cell. The queueing scheme is briefly described 
as follows. No initial access request is granted a chan- 
nel before the hand-off requests in the queue are served. 
When a MS reaches the overlapping region between two 
adjacent cells, also called hand-off region (HR), and no 
free channels are available in the destination cell, the 
call remains queued until either an available channel 
in the new cell is found, or the MS abandons the HR 
before a channel becomes available, thus causing the 
forced termination of the hand-off call and its depar- 
ture from the queue. In the case of high demand for 
hand-off, hand-off calls will be denied queueing due to 
the limited size of the hand-off queue. The queueing 
device has a finite number of places M H .  
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Figure 1.  System configuration 

In this model a call may exit from the control of the 
base station in different ways: 

1. the conversation is completed (it may happen even 
with a queued hand-off request, which thus aban- 
dons the queue) ; 

2. the MS goes out of cell; 

3. a waiting hand-off call is terminated because it is 
not served before passing the HR, thus it abandons 
the queue. 

The distribution of these events is supposed to be 
exponential with parameters 1-11, p2 and p3 respectively. 

Fig. 1 shows our model configuration. 
The switches represent the two actions (accept or 

refuse) that can be chosen by the access control policy 
when a call arrives. A refused call is definitively lost, 
regardless of its priority class. 

A call generated within a cell can be accepted or 
not, according to a certain control policy. If accepted, 
it can be completed before the MS goes out of the cell, 
otherwise the hand-off procedure is initiated. The base 
station of the destination cell may decide to refuse the 
hand-off request, to provide it with a new channel, if 
available, or to put it into the hand-off queue while 
waiting for a new available channel. While in the hand- 
off queue, the call continue to use a channel of the old 
cell. During the time the call spends in the queue, the 
user may exit from the HR before obtaining a new chan- 
nel, terminating the hand-off procedure unsuccessfully, 
or may also decide to conclude the call. 

The memoryless property of all probability distribu- 
tions in a Markov process makes impossible to represent 
policies for which the behavior of the system strictly de- 
pends on its past history, unless we use several different 
states to represent the same occupancy level. Each state 
s, belonging to the finite state space E of the Markov 
decision process, can be defined through a couple of 
indexes (z,t),  where i represents the number of busy 
servers, while t is a state tag, with t E { l , 2 ,  ..., n}  in- 
troduced to allow different decisions in correspondence 
with the same occupancy level i .  Let us consider the 
following set of possible actions that can be undertaken 
at each state of the process: 

a1 : accept requests belonging to both streams 
a2 : deny access to initial attempts 
a3 : deny access to hand-off calls 
a4 : deny access to both streams of requests. 

We define the function n(s)  as follows. Given s E E ,  
n(s) is the occupancy level characterizing the state s. 
Thus n(s)  is the sum of the number of busy channels 
and the number of busy places in the queueing device. 
I f s  = ( i , t ) ,  then n(s)  = i. If C 5 n(s)  < C + M H ,  the 
set of feasible actions reduces to a2, a4 because we have 
no queueing device for initial access requests and to a4 

if n(s)  = C + M H .  
Consider now a partition of the set E into classes 

Ei with the following properties: E = U&&, where 
Ei = {s E E,n(s )  = i } .  From any state s E Ei, a 
new request acceptance leads the system to any state 
q of the class &+I, denoted by Succ(s). The choice of 
the next state among the members of this class follows a 
certain probability distribution 7rZq, where q E Succ(s), 

The transition rate from s to any state q of the class 
Succ(s) is X(s, a)  . 7r&, where 

( n(s)  . + A L  if a = a1 , 
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On the other hand, from any state s E Ei, the ter- 
mination of a service, either due to call completion 

objective function is introduced with direct applica- 
tion to this discrete-time model [10,12,11,13]. 

or to the MS movements outside/ the cell, brings the 
system to any state k of the class Ei-1, denoted by 

Then the analysis of the discretized model follows. 

Prec ( s )  with rate n(s ) (p1  + pz)r$,  if n(s)  5 C and 
{n(s)pl + Cp2 + [n(s) - C]p3}nk if n ( ~ )  > C ,  where 

C k E P r e c ( s )  risk = 
The transition diagram of the process is represented 

in Fig. 2, which illustrates all the possible outgoing 

We analytically prove that it exists an optimal de- 
terministic stationary policy, i.e. not randomized, 
for which the decision chosen in correspondence to 
each state is always the same, independently of the 
particular instant of time. 

- 

transitions from one state. 
The parameters nZq, ngq and the stationary state- 

decision associations can be adequately set to turn our 
general decision model into the models of CPP and of 
most of the well known policies. 

CPP can be obtained by selecting nZq and nLq with 
s = (is,js) and k = ( i k , j k ) ,  in the following way: ns', = 
ns& = 1 if j ,  = j k  = f ixed-tag, for any fixed-tag 
else n& = n;q = 0, and taking the decision a1 for all 
the state s with i, lower than the cutoff value T ,  the 
decision a2 if T 5 i, < C and the decision a 4  if i ,  = C. 

The related model is shown,in Fig. 3. 
In [l] we show how common policies proposed by 

other authors [2,4,8,9] can be viewed as particular in- 
stances of the general decision model we are analyzing. 

0 Moreover, we introduce a dynamic programming for- 
mulation to prove the existence of an optimal policy 
for which the optimal decision does not depend on 
the state tag, but on its occupancy level only. 

0 The optimality of CPP is proved through the anal- 
ysis of the structural properties of the optimal cost 
function. 

The knowledge that, the optimal policy is CPP, dra- 
matically decreases the feasible region of the optimiza- 
tion problem which is reduced to the only search for the 
optimal cutoff value T .  This allows a relevant reduction 
of the number of iterations for the solution with the 
most common algorithms like the simplex or the policy 
improvement. 

2.2. Optimization within the general class 3. Conclusions 

In order to give higher priority to the hand-off 
stream, rather than to the initial access stream, we in- 
troduce a cost function which assigns different penalties 
to the loss of the two kinds of requests. The system is 
forced to pay a high penalty H if a hand-off call is re- 
fused or if it is firstly queued but no channel is assigned 
before the MS exits from the HR. If service is denied 
to an initial attempt of access, the system pays a lower 
penalty L < H .  

The optimization procedure can be summed up as 
follows, while all the details can be found in [l]. 

The continuous-time process introduced in the pre- 
vious section is uniformized and discretized in order 
to apply discrete-time optimization methods. The 

This paper proposes an optimization method of call 
admission control which takes into account the depen- 
dency of the hand-off rates on the average occupancy 
level of the cells. The model is based on a cost function 
which gives higher priority to hand-off requests than to 
originating calls. 

This cost function has been studied and optimized 
through a Markov decision model characterized by a 
great generality. The proposed model is shown to be 
able to represent both not stationary policies and ran- 
domized fractional policies. Moreover, owing to the par- 
ticular shape of its transition diagram, it becomes pos- 
sible to study key policies such as the threshold policy 
and algorithms with one or more cycles of hysteresis. It 
is analytically proven that if the objective function is 
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Figure 2. Possible transitions from state ( 2 ,  k ) .  

Figure 3. State diagram of CPP. 

the total discounted cost function, or the average cost 
function applied to the infinite horizon problem, the 
policy CPP is optimal, when no queueing of requests 
is allowed. Numerical results confirm the optimality of 
CPP  even when hand-off queueing is allowed. 
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